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fter you watch the movie, I hope you will
head over to my website to buy my
eBook, Tapping Into Clarity, which
provides a great deal more insight and a
“behind-the-scenes” chronological diary of
everything that happened at the Clear Point
Center where we stayed. The eBook fills in a lot
of the gaps and answers many of the questions I
most commonly get after a group watches the
movie.

B

hope you all know about the new Emotional
e sure to buy your own DVD and another
Freedom Techniques (EFT) documentary
to share with others. This is a movie you
called Try It On Everything by now. I am
will want to watch again and again. It
one of those featured in the movie, along with 9
makes a great gift, but you won't want to let go
other participants who agreed to be the subjects
our your own copy. Another bonus of purchasing
of intense tapping for a period of four days. The
the DVD? The movie's producers (Nick Ortner,
entire event was filmed, in Stafford Springs,
Nick Polizzi and Jessica Ortner) are donating one
Connecticut back in late October 2007. The
DVD to schools, jails, non-profit agencies,
producers did an incredible job of weaving our
healing centers, etc., for every one purchased.
stories in between interviews by such icons as
Dr. Carol Look, Norm Shealy, Dr. Joe Vitale, Rick
have been traveling around the Central
Wilkes, Bob Proctor, Brad Yates, Dr. Bruce Lipton,
Texas area, showing the movie and then
and many, many more.
speaking about my experience. I love
watching the reactions of the audience as they
ven if you have no interest in energy
watch the brilliantly edited movie unfold.
techniques or alternative healing methods,
Although there are times you will find yourself
you will, at the very least, enjoy hearing
feeling deep empathy and sadness, you will also
what these amazing people have to share about
enjoy moments of laughter and great insight, as
how stored memories affect our current lives.
well. I always advise viewers to keep a pencil
Certainly, anyone who is a fan of the hit movie,
and paper on hand, as this film is jam-packed
The Secret, will enjoy this movie. Please tell all
with wonderful tidbits of information they are
your friends and family to go to the movie's
going to want to remember. So, go ahead, buy
website. There is a great deal of information to
the DVD and TRY IT ON EVERYTHING!!!
be found there and even some FREE downloads!
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LUEBONNETS AND
MEMORIES OF
JEANNIE

essence of ourselves remains. We have no
place to go, because we are already there.
We infinitely stand in the space of All. Death
of a body (or the ego consciousness connected
with that body) has no affect on the reality of
who, what, or where we are. At our deepest
level, we are all Soul.

T

here was a time when I believed life and
ach spring, Texas highways are lined
the “hereafter” was comprised of
with all types of wildflowers, with the
physical and spiritual form. However,
Texas bluebonnet being an all-time
one day, in an epiphany that pushed me to
favorite. When I see them bloom, it is bitter- ananda, I learned that isn't true. When people
sweet. Today, April 6, is the day my older
talk about being in Heaven, they are still
sister, Jeannie, left this earth. On that day,
individual beings. In oneness, though, there
the wildflowers were experiencing a
are no separate beings...everything is really
particularly bountiful year. I remember driving one. It was then I was shown this third
to my mother's home in Katy, Texas, on this consiousness. That is the level of Soul. In
day, so many years ago, blankly staring out
that awareness, you are not energy. You are
the window, lost in sorrow and shock. But the not physical and not spiritual, but you are All.
more we drove, the more flowers began to
I now understand why it cannot be given a
appear in the highway medians. In time, the name. Words limit. This is unlimited.
bluebonnets were so abundant, it seemed like
a waving carpet of soft blue flowers was
feel very blessed, today, knowing that I
unfolding in front of us. I couldn't remain in
have no need to feel sorrow on this day. If
sorrow in the midst of this rebirth, and it was
I did feel that feeling, it would be nothing
then I realized that death is not an end, but
more than a memory of the past, revisited as
merely a birth into a new awareness. I love present reality. Jeannie can never be gone.
how Deepak Chopra says when we die, the
She lives as qualities I see in her
Soul does not leave the body; rather, it is
children...intelligence, humor, kindness,
quite the opposite. The body leaves the Soul. compassion, family, and love. I now look at
We have been taught that death means we
the bluebonnets and see beauty. I see
“go” somewhere, but I no longer believe that Jeannie, and I smile in knowing she's here.
is true. I think it is the body that goes. The
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UPCOMING EVENTS!!!

will be speaking at the showing of Try It
On Everyhing, in Austin, Texas, at a time
and date as yet undecided. It will be
hosted by the beautiful and talented Dene'
Ballantine. Stay tuned!

E

CONTACT INFORMATION
You can email me at jodi@godisaverb.com.
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f you need to call me, please visit my
website at www.godisaverb.com and get
my additional contact information there.

very Thursday evening, from 6:45-8:30
ook me up on Facebook and on You Tube!
p.m., I host “Borrowing Benefits” classes
You can find me either as Jodi McDonald
at my home. If you want to join us for
or mcgolf7. Subscribe to my videos and
fun, food, and freedom for all, please send me ask me to be your “friend.” Looking forward to
an email to let me know you will attend. Bring
seeing you online!
friends and family!! Your first session is FREE,
and each session you attend, thereafter, is
am still seeking a publisher for my book,
only $20.00. I hope you join us there. I not
“GOD IS I AM.” If you happen to know of
only work with you as an EFT practitioner, but
an agent or publisher who might be
I also share a great deal of my spiritual
interested, please pass along my information
understanding, learned over a lifetime of
to them. I hope to start touring and speaking
metaphysical training.
on my own work within a few months. Keep
watching...maybe I'll be in YOUR area! Also, if
f you would like to schedule a private EFT
you know of anyone who wants to host a
session, please email or call me for a free showing of the movie, Try It On Everything,
15 minute consultation. We can then
please let me know. I would LOVE to attend!
determine the best time and place to get
together for your freedom session.
emember...life is meant to enjoy! If you
aren't accepting God's good, you are in
heck out my ebook, Tapping Into
the energy of resistance. Choose again!
Clarity. You will hear all about the
wonderful healing I received from both
f you love me as much as I love you,
Rick Wilkes and Dr. Carol Look. It was an
please share this newsletter with all your
exciting and motivating time in my life, and I'd
online contacts.
love to share it with you.
NAMASTE!
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